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TRUTH-VALUE SEMANTICS FOR A LOGIC OF EXISTENCE
HUGUES LEBLANC

1. Introduction, Recall the opening moves in the interpretation of a first order language C: (i) items, thought of as forming a domain D9 are made
the values of the (bound) individual variables of Q, (ii) a member of D is
assigned to each individual constant of £, (iii) a (possibly empty) set of
members of D is assigned to each one-place predicate constant of £, (iv) a
(possibly empty) set of pairs of members of D is assigned to each two-place
predicate constant of £, and so on. Lδwenheim's theorem of 1915 tells us
that, as regards logical truth (i.e., truth under any interpretation whatever),
logical falsehood (falsehood under any interpretation whatever), and the
like, all but No members of any infinite domain D may be discounted.1 A
1959 theorem of Beth's (implicit in results of Henkin, Hasenjaeger, and
others) goes one better, and tells us that, as regards logical truth, logical
falsehood, and the like, all but such members of any domain D as have been
assigned to the individual constants of £ may be discounted, provided £ has
No individual constants? The latter result supplies the rationale for the
"substitution" interpretation of the quantifiers, according to which a universal quantification (VX)A of £ is true if every replacement of X everywhere in A by an individual constant of Q is true, an existential one (ΊX)A
true if some replacement of X everywhere in A by an individual constant of
£ is true. 3
Like considerations apply to the first-order quantificational calculus
QC. Suppose that, as in many recent presentations of QC, two different
runs of letters (No letters per run) serve as individual variables: one run—
for which the appellation "individual variables" is often saved—occurring
only bound in the well-formed formulas (wffs) of QC, and one run—called
individual parameters—Occurring only free in them. Lδwenheim's theorem
tells us that, as regards validity, contravalidity, and the like, any domain
whose members are made the values of the individual variables of QC may
be presumed of size No; Beth's that all but such members as have been
assigned to the individual parameters of QC may be discounted.
Beth's theorem issues into a fresh characterization of the valid wffs of
QC—as a matter of fact, into a truth-value semantics for QC that runs
largely like the ordinary semantics for the sentential calculus SC Given
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an assignment a of truth-values to the atomic wffs of QC, calculate the
truth-value under a of a negation, conjunction, disjunction, and so on of QC
as you would that of a negation, conjunction, disjunction, and so on of SC
under an assignment of truth-values to the letters ζp\ (q\ (r\ and so on,*
and certify a universal quantification (VX)A (an existential quantification
(1X)A) of QC true under a if every (some) replacement of X everywhere in
A by an individual parameter of QC is true under a, otherwise certify the
quantification false under a. This done, declare a wff of QC valid (contravalid) if it comes out true (false) under every assignment of truth-values to
the atomic wffs of QC. It is readily shown that a wff of QC is valid (contravalid) in this truth-value sense of the word if and only if valid (contravalid)
in the model-theoretic one of old.4
My main concern here will be to outfit Lambert's free logic FQ, rechristened for the occasion QC\, with a truth-value semantics.5 Earlier
free logics were, in effect, first-order languages with identity in which the
requirement that individual constants designate something—plus in some
cases the requirement that (bound) individual variables have values—was
lifted. Lambert's QC\9 by a slight but interesting contrast, is a first-order
quantificational calculus (without identity) whose individual variables and
parameters are free to have no values. Like so many of us, Lambert
treats individual parameters (i.e., free individual variables) as placeholders for individual constants or singular terms, and hence has an excellent reason for allowing them to go without a value: not all singular terms
designate something. He adduces the same reasons that Russell and others
have for allowing individual variables to go without values. Beth's theorem
suggests yet another one. Think indeed of Lambert's individual variables
as ranging over just the values of his individual parameters. The former
will have values so long as one or more of the latter has a value; otherwise,
they won't.
As they stand, the truth conditions of paragraph three for (VX)A and
ζ
(lX)A fail for QC\. Think of the individual parameter <a' in the wff f{aY
as standing for a singular term that does not designate, hence in effect
think of 'a' as having no value, and think of ' / ' as standing for 'does not
(
exist'. Under this interpretation of a' and ' / ' , the existential quantification
'(3 #)/(#)' is clearly false even though replacement of 'x' everywhere in
f
/ W by 'a' is true. Our truth conditions are easily put to rights, however,
as the predicate Έ ! ' from Principia Mathematical *14, figures among the
(primitive) signs of QC\. The wff Έ\a'9 which is assigned a truth-value
a(Έ\a) in any assignment of truth-values to the atomic wffs of QC\, is intended of course to be read: (a exists', and for that reason I labelled
Lambert's free logic a logic of existence. But ζa exists' is tantamount here
to "a9 has a value,' or—to be more exact—ζa(Ela) = T' is tantamount to "a*
has a value under α,' the very qualification that is called for in the foregoing truth conditions for (VX)A and (3X)A. Take indeed an existential
quantification (3.XXA (a universal quantification (VX)A) of QC\ to be true
under a truth-value assignment a if, for some {every) individual parameter
P of QC\ such that a(E\P) = T, replacement of X everywhere in A by P is
true under a, and the above difficulty is met.
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Note incidentally that, with the individual variables of QC\ taken to
range over just the values of the individual parameters of QC\, at least
one of the latter will be sure to have a value when the former have values.
QC\ can be outfitted with a model-theoretical semantics under which no
individual parameter of QC\ need ever have a value. The semantics in
question may be more faithful to Lambert's intent, and it does make for a
neater picture. I must save it, though, for another occasion.
After detailing in section 2 the key syntactical features of QC\ and
some of the semantics that I intend here for Lambert's calculus, I establish
in section 3 that every wff of QC\ that is provable in QC\ is valid in my
sense, and vice-versa. Meyer and Lambert have already shown in [17] that
QC\ is complete, but their characterization of the valid wffs of QC\ is of a
model-theoretic (and rather complicated) sort, and the reasoning by which
they arrive at their result is (to me, at any rate) somewhat roundabout. In
section 4 I attend to the problem of implication in truth-value semantics,
and show that QC\ is both strongly sound and strongly complete. Lastly,
after axiomatizing in section 5 the valid wffs of QC\ that contain no Έ\', I
study three further concepts of validity (one tantamount to provability in the
sense of [14], another to provability in the sense of [13]).
2. The syntax and semantics of QC\. QC\ is to have as its (primitive)
signs No sentence variables (among them '/>'); for each m ^ 1, tf0 ra-place
predicate variables (among them the one-place ' / ' ) ; No individual variables
(among them ζχ9 and ζy'); tf0 individual parameters; the one-place predicate
constant Έ ! ' the two connectives '~' and ' D ' ; the one quantifier letter 'V';
the comma V ; and the two parentheses '('and')'. I shall understand by a
formula of QC\ any finite sequence of primitive signs of QC\, and shall
presume that the formulas of QC\ (hence, in particular, the individual variables of QC\, the individual parameters of QC\, and the formulas of QC\ to
be soon acknowledged as well-formed) have been arranged in a definite
order, to be known as the alphabetical order of the formulas of QC\. I shall
say that a sign of QC\ is foreign to a formula of QC\ if it does not occur in
the formula, and is foreign to a set of formulas of QC\ if it is foreign to
every member of the set. I shall refer to the predicate variables of QC\ by
9
means of the letter 'F ; to its individual variables by means of the letters
(
ζ
X\ Y'9 and 'Z'; to its individual parameters by means of the letters CP'9
'Q9, and ζR9; to its individual signs (i.e., individual variables and individual
parameters) by means of the letter '/'; and to its formulas by means of the
letters Ά', <B>, and <C\ And I shall refer by means of '(A)(/ί// x )' to the
result of replacing It everywhere in A by I[; by means of
'{AWuIi/luI*)'
to the result of replacing I± everywhere in-A by /i, and I2 by Iί\ and so on.
By a well-formed formula (wff) of QC\ I shall understand any sentence
variable of QC!, plus any formula of QC\ of one of the following five sorts:
(i) F{PX 9P2,. ..,Pm)9
where F is for some m > l an m-place predicate
variable of QC\ and Plf P2f...,
Pm are individual parameters of QC !,
(ii) E!P, where P is an individual parameter of QC\, (iii) ~ A9 where A is a
wff of QC\, (iv) (A D B), where A and B are wffs of QC\, and (v) (VX)A(X/p)9
where A is a wff of QC\,X is an individual variable of QC\ that is foreign
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to A, and P is an individual parameter of QCl . 6 By an atomic wff of QCl I
shall understand any wff of QCl that contains no occurrence of any one of
' " ' , '=>', and <V; by an E! -Zess wff of QCl any wff of QC! that contains no
occurrence of 'Έ\'; and by an infinitely extendable set of wffs of QCl any
set of wffs of QC! to which No individual parameters of QCl are foreign.7
From now on I shall use the letters Ά', 'B\ and (C to refer exclusively to
wffs of QC! and to results of replacing an individual parameter of QCl in a
wff of QCl by an individual variable of QC!; and I shall use the letter *S9 to
refer to sets of wffs of QCl. To abridge matters, I shall refer to ' ~(ρ DpY
by means of *f, and to wffs of QCl of the sorts K D S ) , ~ ( A D ~B),
~((AΏB)Ώ~(B^>A)),
and ~ (VX)~A by means of '(AvB)', '(A&BV,
'(A = B)', and ((ΊX)A', respectively; and, when no ambiguity arises, I shall
write Ά ΏB',Ά V B\ (A
=B>,tA1&Az&...kAn',tA(ll/lύ9,ζA{ϊlili/luh)\
and

so on, for

(

'(AD£)',

'(AVB)',

(

{A = B)\

<(... {Ax & A2) & . . . ) & An\

ζ

(A)(lί/liy9 and {A)(l'uIί/luI2)\
respectively.
A wff of QC! will count as an axiom of QC! if: (i) it is of one of the
seven sorts
Al. A D ( £ =>A),
A2. (A D (B D O) D ((A D 5) D ( A D C)),
A3. (r A D~J3) D ( B D A ) ,

A4.
A5.
Aβ.
A7.

A D (V*)A,
(VX)(A D B) D ((VX)A D (VX)5),
(VX)A D (E! P =) A (P/X)),
(V*)E!X,

or (ii) it is of the sort (VX)A(X/p), where A is an axiom of QCl . 8 5 will be
said to follow from A and A D ΰ by Modus Ponens. By a derivation in QC!
of A from S (for short, when S is the empty set φ, a proof of A in QC!) I
shall understand any finite column of wffs of QCl that closes with A and
every one of whose entries belongs to S, is an axiom of QC!, or follows
from two previous entries in the column by Modus Ponens. Lastly, I shall
say that: (i) A is derivable from S in QCl (for short, S I- A) if there is a
derivation in QCl of A from 5, (ii) A is provable in QCl (for short, \-A) if
φ \- A, (iii) S is inconsistent in QCl if S h/, and (iv) S is consistent in QC!
if S is not inconsistent in QCl.
By a truth-value assignment for QC! I shall understand any function
from the set of the atomic wffs of QCl to {T,F}, where T is the truth-value
" t r u e " and F the truth-value "false". I shall say that A is true under a
truth-value assignment a for QCl if: (i) in the case that A is atomic,
a(A) = T, (ii) in the case that A is (a negation) ~ B, Bis not true under a,
(iii) in the case that A is (a conditional) B D C, B is not true under a or C
is, and (iv) in the case that A is (a quantification) (VX)B, B(p/J0 is true
under a for every individual parameter P of QCl such that a(Έl p) = T. I
shall say that S is verifiable if there is a truth-value assignment for QCl
under which every member of S is true. And I shall say that A is valid if
{~A} is not verifiable, hence if A is true under every truth-value assignment for QCl
Note that if any existential quantification {1X)A of QCl is true under
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any truth-value assignment a for QC\, then—in view of clauses (ii) and (iv)
above—a(Έ\ P) is sure to be T for at least one individual parameter P of
QC\. Hence, in effect, if the individual variables of QC\ have values under
any truth-value assignment for QC\, at least one individual parameter of
QC! is sure to have a value under a.
Attention will be paid in section 5 to truth-value assignments for QC\
of two special sorts: (i) those, to be called null assignments, under which
E! P is false for every individual parameter P of QC\, and (ii) those, to be
called standard assignments, under which E!P is true for every individual
parameter P of QC!.
3. Soundness and completeness theorems for QC!. That a wff of QC! is not
provable in QC\ unless valid, nor valid unless provable in QC\, is established after four lemmas.
Lemma 1. If A is an axiom of QC\, then A is valid.
Proof' Let a be an arbitrary truth-value assignment for QC\. (1) Let A be
an axiom of QC\ of one of the seven sorts A1-A7. It is easily ascertained
that A is true under a. For suppose in particular that A is of the sort
B 3 (VJ$5. Since X is sure to be foreign to B, then B(P/X) is the same as
B. Hence, if B is true under a, so is B(p/X) for every individual parameter
P of QC\ such that α(E! P) = T, and hence so is (VX)J3. (2) Let A be as in
(1), and P and Q be arbitrary individual parameters of QC\. It is easily
ascertained that A(Q/P) is of one of the seven sorts A1-A7, and hence in
view of (1) is true under a. For suppose in particular that A is of the sort
(~ B D ~ C) D (C D B), and hence that A (Q/p) is of the sort ((~ 5z> ~ C) D
(C D B))(Q/P). Since ((~ B D ~ C) z> (C D B))(Q/p) is the same as
(~B D ~C)(Q/P) z> (C 3 B){Q/P), (~B ^~C)(Q/P) the same as (~ B)(Q/p) D
(~ C)(Q/P), (~B)(Q/P) the same as ~B{Q/P), and so on, then A(Q/p) is the
same as (~B(Q/P) D - C(Q/P)) D (C(Q/P) D B(Q/P)), and hence A (Q/p) is
of the sort A3. Or suppose that A is of the sort (VX)B D (E!Λ ^)B(R/X)),
and that i? is the same as P. Since ((VX)£ D (E!P D B(P/X)))(Q/P)
is the
same as ((VJ£)£)(Q/p) D (E! P D 5(P/Z))(Q/P), ((VX)£)(Q/P) the same as
(VX)B(Q/P), and so on, then A (Q/p) is the same as (VX)B(Q/p) D (E! Q D
(B(P/X))(Q/P)). But (B(P/JO)(Q/P) is the same as (B(Q/P))(Q/X).
Hence
A (Q/P) is of the sort Aβ. (3) Let A be an axiom of QC\ of the sort
(VX)B(X/P), where 5 is of one of the seven sorts A1-A7. In view of (2)
B(Q/p) is true under a for every individual parameter Q of QC\. But
(B(X/P))(Q/J0 is the same as B(Q/p). Hence (B(X/p))(Q/X) is true under α
for every individual parameter Q of QC! such that α(E! Q) = T. Hence A is
true under α. (4) Let A be an axiom of QC\ of the sort (VXX)(VX2) . . .
(VXn)B(Xl9X2,...,
Xw/Pi ,P 2 , . . . , Pw), where n > 1 and B is of one of the
seven sorts A1-A7. Then by the same reasoning as in (3), but using (3)
where (3) uses (2), A is true under a. (5) Let A be an axiom of QC\. Since
A is sure to be as in (1), (3), or (4), A is sure to be true under a.
Lemma 2. If S is inconsistent in QC \, then S is not verifiable.
Proof: Suppose S is inconsistent in QCl, and the column made up of
Aχ9A2,
,Ap constitutes a derivation in QC\ of / from S. It is easily
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established by mathematical induction on i that S U {~ A/} is not verifiable
for any i from 1 to p. Suppose A; is an axiom of QCl. Since in view of
Lemma 1 Ai is true under every truth-value assignment for QCl, then
S u h A;} is not verifiable. Or suppose Ai follows from Ag and Ag D A;(= AH)
by Modus Ponens, and neither one of S U {~ Ag} and S u h Ah) is verifiable.
Then S U {~ A, } is not verifiable either. Hence S U {~/} is not verifiable.
But ~ / is true under every truth-value assignment for QCl. Hence S is not
verifiable.
Lemma 3. (a) If A belongs to S or is an axiom of QCl, then S Y-A.
(b) If S \- A, then there is a finite subset S' of S such that S h A.
(c) If S \-A, then S Ό S' h A.
(d) H A D A.
(e) If ShA andS ^A~DB, then S\-B.
(f)' If S U {A} hB, thenSY-A DJ5.
(g) If SO {~A} is inconsistent in QCl, then S \- A.
(h) If S H A and S v- ~A for any A, then S is inconsistent in QCl.
(i) If S h A, then S U {~A} is inconsistent in QCl.
(j) IfSV (VJOA andS \- (VX)(A ΌB), then S h (VX)B.
(k) ijf S H A, ί/z^ S H (VX)A(X/p), so Zow^ as P is foreign to S.
Proof: (a)-(c), (e), and (j) are immediate, and proof of (d) familiar from
the literature. 9
The proof of (f), suppose that the column made up of Cl9 C 2 , . . . , C p
constitutes a derivation in QCl oίB(= Cp) from S u {A}. It is readily shown
by mathematical induction on i that S I- A D Q for each i from 1 to />, and
hence that S h A D C?(= A D B). For suppose C, belongs to S U {A}, but is
other than A , or is an axiom of QCl. Then in view of (a) 5 I-C, . But
d D(A D C, ) is an axiom of QC!. Hence in view of (a) and (e) S \- A Z) Q.
Or suppose Q is A. Then in view of (d) and (c) S \- A D C, . Or suppose Q
follows from Cg and Cg ^> Cί (=C/ι) by Modus Ponens, and suppose S h A D Cg
and S H A D Q . Since (A D Q) D ((A D Cg) D (A D Q)) is an axiom of QC!,
then in view of (a) and (e) S h (A p Q) D ( A D Q), and hence in view again
of (e) S h A D Q.
For proof of (g), suppose SU{~X}i-/, and hence in view of
(f) S H - A D / . Since (^A D /) D ((/> D/>) D A) is an axiom of QC!,then in
view of (a) and (e) S h (p Ώ p) D A . But in view of (d) and (c) S h/> Ώp.
Hence in view of (e) S \- A.
For proof of (h), suppose S y- ~ A. Since ~A D (^/ D ~A) is an axiom
of QCl, then in view of (a) and (e) S H ~ /=) ~ A. But (~ / D ~ A) D (A D / )
is an axiom of QC!. Hence in view again of (a) and (e) S h A D /. Hence, if
S H A , then in view of (e) S is inconsistent in QC!.
For proof of (i), suppose S h i . Then in view of (c) S U {~ A} H A. But
in view of (a) S U {~A} \- ~A. Hence in view of (h) S u ί~A} is inconsistent
in QCl.
For proof of (k), suppose the column made up of Bl9 Bi,..., Bp constitutes a derivation in QCl of A (= Bp) from S, and let Y be Xiί Xis foreign
to {Bι, B2,...,Bp_i}
(with <yx)A(X/P) presumed to be a wff of QCl, Xis
sure to be foreign to Bp), otherwise be the alphabetically earliest individual
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variable of QCl that is foreign to {Bi, B*,...,
Bp}. It can be shown by
mathematical induction on i that S \-(VΫ)Bi(Y/P) for each i from 1 to p.
Suppose Bi belongs to S. Since P is presumed to be foreign to S, then
Bi(Y/p) is the same as B, . Hence in view of (a) S h Bi(Y/p).
But
Bi(Y/P D ( V F ) £ , ( F / P ) ( = β, D (V7)S f ) is an axiom of QC!. Hence in view of
(a) and (e) S I- (VΫ)Bi(Y/p).
Or suppose Bi is an axiom of QCl. Then so is
(VY)5/(F/P), and hence in view of (a) S h ( V F ) £ * ( F / P ) . Or suppose Bi
follows from Bg and Bg z> B, (= i%) by Modus Ponens, and suppose
S f- (VY)Bg(Y/P) and S h (VF)5/>(F/P). Since (VΫ)Bh(Y/p) is the same as
(V^(5g(F/p) D Bi(Y/p))9
then in view of (j) S h (vy)jB, (y/p). Hence
S h (VΫ)A(Y/p), and hence 5 h (VJϊ)A(X/p) if F is X. Otherwise, since F
is foreign to A , (A(Y/p))(p/Y)
is the same as A, hence (VY)A(r/p) D
( E ! P D A ) is an axiom of QC!, and hence so is (VX)((VΫ)A(γ/p)
D (E!ID
A U / P ) ) ) . Hence in view of (a) S I- (VX)((VΓU(F/P) => (Έ\X ^A (x/p))).
But (VF)A(F/p) D {VX)(vy)A(Y/p)
is an axiom of QCl. Hence in view of (a)
and (e) S h (VX)(VY)A(Y/p).
Hence in view of (j) S h (VX)(E!X D Λ ( Z / P ) ) .
But (VX)E!X is an axiom of QC!. Hence in view of (a) and (e) S \~ (VX)E!X.
Hence in view of (j) S h (VX)A{χ/p).
Lemma 4. Let S be an infinitely extendible set ofwffs of QCl. If S is consistent in QCl fthen S is verifiable.
Proof: Let S be consistent in QC! . 1 0
Part One: Take So to be S; Ai being the alphabetically z-th wff at QCl,
define S, as follows for each i from 1 on:
(i) if Si-! u {Ai} is inconsistent in QC!, let Si be Sf _i U {~ A'}, 11
(ii) if Si-t U {Ai} is consistent in QCl and A/ is not of the sort ~(VX)A,
let SibeSi^u
{A, }, and
(iii) if S -i U {A/} is consistent in QCl and Ai is a negated quantification
- (VX)A, let S, be S ί β l U {~(V*)A,E!P,~A(p/X)}, where P is the alphabetically earliest individual parameter of QCl that is foreign toS, _1U{'N'(V.X)A}.
Let Soo be the union of S o , Sx, S 2 , . . . . It is easily ascertained that:
(1)
(2)
(3)

For each i ^ 0, S, is consistent in QCl,
S.Q is consistent in QCl,
For every wff A of QCl, if A does not belong to 5^, then 5 ^ I

A,

and
(4) For every negated quantification~ (VX)A of QCl, \ίSΰO\
(VX)A,
then there is an individual parameter P of QCl such that S^ h E ! P and
Soo H~A(P/X).
For proof of (1), suppose S, is as in (i), hence S f -i U {A,} is inconsistent in QCl, and hence in view of Lemma 3(f) S ^ H A D / . If S, is inconsistent in QCl, then in view of Lemma 3(g) S, _! h A, and hence in view of
Lemma 3(e) Simml is inconsistent in QC!. Hence S, is consistent in QC! if
S l _1 is. Next, suppose Sf is as in (ii). Then Si is consistent in QC!, and
hence is consistent in QCl if S,--! is. Lastly, suppose S, is as in (iii) and is
inconsistent in QCl. Then in view of Lemmas 3(g) and 3(f) S,-.! U {~ (VX)A}
h E ! P D A ( P / X ) . But P is presumed to be foreign to S. β l U {- (VX)A}.
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Hence in view of Lemma 3(k) S^ U {~(VX)A} \- (VX)(E\X z> (A(P/X))(X/P))
.
But, with P presumed to be foreign to ~ (VX)A and hence to A, A is the
same as (A(p/X))Qc/p).
Hence S ^ U {~ (VX)A} h (V-X)(E!JSΓ D A). But
(VX)E!X is an axiom of QCl. Hence in view of Lemma 3(a) S, -i U {~(VX)A }
h (VX)E!X. Hence in view of Lemma 3(j) S, -i U {~ (VX)A} I- (VX)A, and
hence in view of Lemma 3(i) S^ U {~ (VZ)A} (= S, .i U {Af }) is inconsistent
in QC!, as against the hypothesis in (iii). Hence S; is consistent in QC!,
and hence is consistent in QC! if S/.i is. But So is presumed to be consistent in QC!. Hence (1) by mathematical induction on i.
For proof of (2), suppose Soo is inconsistent in QC!. Then in view of
Lemma 3(b) some finite subset of Soo is also inconsistent in QCl. But every
finite subset of Soo is a subset of at least one of So, Sx, S2,... Hence in view
of Lemma 3(c) at least one of So, Sί9 S&... is inconsistent in QC !, as
against (1). Hence (2).
For proof of (3), suppose A does not belong to S^ and is the alphabetically i-th wff of QCl. Then 5f is S -i U {~A}, and hence in view of Lemma
3(a)Soo. h - A .
For proof of (4), suppose S^ i-~ (VX)A and ~ (VX)A is the alphabetically i-th wff of QCl. Then Sf β l U {~ (VX)A} is consistent in QCl, for
otherwise in view of Lemmas 3(f) and 3(c) S^ 1- (VX)A, and hence in view of
Lemma 3(h) S^ is inconsistent in QCl, as against (2). But, if Sfβ l U {~(VX)A}
is consistent in QCl, then S/ is S ^ U {~(VX)A,E!P,~A(p/i)}, where P is
as in (iii). Hence in view of Lemma 3(a) there is an individual parameter P
of QCl such that S^ h E!P and S^ H - A(P/X).
Pαrί T^o: Let S' be the set S^ of Part One. It is easily ascertained with
the aid of (2)-(4) in Part One that:
(5) For every negation ~A of QCl, S' H ~ A if and only if it is not the
case that S ' h A,
(6) For every conditional A D £ of QC!, S' h A D B if and only if it is
not the case that Sr \- A or it is the case that S' h B.
f
(7) For every quantification (VX)A of QCl,S h (VZ)A if and only if
S' h A(P/X) for every individual parameter P of QC! such that 5' 1- E!P O
For proof of (5), suppose S' I—A and S ' f - A Then in view of Lemma
3(h) S' is inconsistent in QCl, as against (2). Suppose, on the other hand, it
is not the case that Sf h A. Then in view of Lemma 3(a) A does not belong
to S', and hence in view of (3) S' H ~A.
For proof of (6), suppose thatS' h A D 5 a n d S ' \-A. Then in view of
Lemma 3(e) S' \- B. Next, suppose it is not the case that S' v~ A. Then in
view of (5)S' l-~A. But ^ D ^ J S D ^ Λ ) is an axiom of QCl. Hence in
view of Lemmas 3(a) and 3(e) S ' ^ ~ 5 D - A . But (~ 5 D ^ A) D (A D5) is
an axiom of QCl. Hence in view of the same two lemmas S' h AΏ B.
Lastly, suppose that Sr h B. Since B 3 (A D β) is an axiom of QCl, then in
view of Lemmas 3(a) and 3(e)S'F-A D B.
For proof of (7), suppose Sf h (VZ)A. Since (VJ^)A D (E!P D A (P/fir)) is
an axiom of QC!, then in view of Lemmas 3(a) and 3(e)S' h E!P Z)A(p/X),
and hence in view again of Lemma 3(e) S' h A(P/X) for every individual
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parameter P of QC! such that S' H E ! p . Suppose, on the other hand, it is
not the case that S' h (VX)A. Then in view of (5) S Ί
(VX)A, hence in view
of (4) there is an individual parameter P oί QCl such that S' \- E\P and
S' I- ~A(P/X), and hence in view of (5) there is an individual parameter P
of QCl such that S' \- E\P and it is not the case that S' \- A(P/X).
Part Three'. Let a be the truth-value assignment for QCl such that,
for every atomic wff A of QC!, a(A) = T if and only if S'h A. Given (5)-(7)
in Part Two, it is easily shown by mathematical induction on the number of
occurrences of ' ~ ' , '=)', and 'V in an arbitrary wff A of QCl, that A is true
under a if and only if S' \-A. For suppose in particular that A is a quantification (VX)B. By the hypothesis of the induction B(p/X) is true under a if
and only if S' J- B(p/X), and this for every individual parameter Pof QCl .
Hence B{p/x) is true under a for every individual parameter P oί QCl such
that α(E!p) = T if and only if S' h- B(p/X) for every individual parameter P
of QC! such that α(E!p) = T. But, E!P being atomic, α(E!P) = T if and only
if S' HE!P. Hence in view of (7) (VX)B is true under a if and only if
S' I- (yx) B. Consider then an arbitrary member A of S. Since A belongs to
S', then in view of Lemma 3(a)S'f-A. Hence A is true under a. Hence
every member of S is true under a.
Our soundness and completeness theorems for QCl are now at hand.
Theorem 1. If t-A, then A is valid.
Proof: Suppose Y-A. Then in view of Lemma 3(i) {^ A} is inconsistent in
QCl, hence in view of Lemma 2{~A} is not verifiable, and hence A is valid.
Theorem 2. If A is valid, then \-A.
Proof: Suppose A is valid, and hence {~A} is not verifiable. Since {~A} is
infinitely extendible, then in view of Lemma 4 {~A} is inconsistent in QCl,
and hence in view of Lemma 3(g) HA.
4. That matter of implication. In 1919 Lowenheim's theorem was generalized by Skolem, who showed that, as regards the satisfiability of infinite
sets of wffs (a set S of wffs of QC being satisfiable when S has a model), the
implication of wffs by infinite sets of wffs (a wff A of QC being implied by a
set 5 of wffs of QC when every model of S is one of {A}), and the like, any
domain whose members are made the values of the individual variables of
QC may be of size No.12 Unfortunately, Beth's theorem does not likewise
generalize, as Dunn and Belnap, Thomason, and others have noticed.13 The
set {f(ai),f(a2),f(a3),...
,~{Vx)fW], where %', ca29, 'a3',... are presumed
to be all the individual parameters of QC, is satisfiable in the model-theoretic sense, and hence the set {f(ax), f(a2),f(a3),...} does not imply the wff
since 7(«i)?,

'(Vx)f(x)',
(

(

ζ

f(<h)\

(

f(a3)',...,

c

~ (Vx)f(x)'

a l l come out t r u e

when aι, a2', 'a3, ... are all assigned the same member of any domain/)
of size 2 and 'f' is assigned either one of the two subsets of D other than φ
and D. Yet there is no assignment of truth-values to the atomic wffs of QC
under which all the members of [f(a1)9f(a2),f(a3),..
.,~(Vx)f(x)} are true.
The same difficulty arises with the set {f(aί),f(a2)9f(a3),...
,E\al9 Ela2,
Ela3,... ,~(Vx)/(#)}, one member of which is bound to be false under any
assignment of truth-values to the atomic wffs of QC!.
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With nameability by No individual parameters falling short of denumerability at this juncture, we cannot pronounce a wff A of QCl implied by a
set S of wffs of QCl if A is true under any assignment of truth-values to the
atomic wffs of QCl under which the members of Sare all true. One way of
meeting the difficulty is to pronounce A implied by a finite set of wffs of
QCl, say {Bu B2,.. .9Bn], if B1 D (B2 D (... D (Bn D A)...)) is valid, and
pronounce it implied by an infinite set of wffs of QCl if it is implied by
some finite subset of the set. It is rather ad hoc. Another, favored by
Belnap and Dunn in the case of QC, is to pronounce A implied by a set 5 of
wffs of QCl if, for every parametric extension of QCl (i.e., every plying of
QCl with fresh individual parameters) and every assignment of truth-values
to the atomic wffs of the extension, A is true under the assignment if every
member of S is. I resort to a third, which-as I mentioned in [12]—I owe in
part to Hintikka.14
Where S is a set of wffs of QCl, Σs is the set of all the individual
parameters of QCl occurring in members of S, and M is a one-to-one
mapping of Σ 5 into the set of all the individual parameters of QCl, (1) I
shall take the M-image M(A) of a member of A to be A itself when no
individual parameter of QCl occurs in A, otherwise to be A{M{PX),
M(P2),... ,M(Pm)/Pl9P2,...,
Pm), where the PlfP29...,Pm
are in alphabetical order all the individual parameters of QCl that occur in A9 and (2) I
shall take the M-image M(S) of 5 to be S itself when S is empty, otherwise
to be the set of the M-images of the various members of 5. Where S and S'
are sets of wffs of QC!, and Σs is as above, I shall say that Sf is isomorphic
to S if S' is M(S) for some one-to-one mapping of Σs into the set of all the
individual parameters of QC!. And, where S is a set of wffs of QC! and A
is a wff of QCl, I shall say that S implies A (or, to use Tarski's terminology, A is a semantic consequence of S) if no set of wffs of QCl that is
isomorphic to 5 U {~A} is verifiable.
Proof that S h A if and only if S implies A in my sense of the word (and,
hence, that QCl is both strongly sound and strongly complete) calls for a
15
few extra lemmas.
Lemma 5. If S is inconsistent in QCl, then so is every set of wffs of QCl
that is isomorphic to S.
Proof: Let Σs consist of all the individual parameters of QCl occurring in
members of S; let M be an arbitrary one-to-one mapping of Σs into the set
of all the individual parameters of QCl; and let the column made up of
Ax, A2, ... ,AP constitute a derivation in QCl of f(=Ap) from S. It is easily
verified that the column made up of M(AX), M(A2), . . . , M(AP) constitutes a
derivation in QCl of /(= M{AP)) from M(S). For suppose Af belongs to S.
Then M(Ai) belongs to M(S). Or suppose A{ is an axiom of QCl. Then so is
M{Ai). Or suppose A{ follows from Ag and Ag D Af (= Ah) by Modus Ponens.
Since M{Ah) is the same as M(Ag) DM(Λ/), then M{At) follows from M(A^)
and M(Ah) by Modus Ponens. Hence M(S) is inconsistent in QCl if S is.
Lemma 6. If S is inconsistent in QCl, then no set of wffs of QCl that is
isomorphic to S is verifiable.
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Proof by Lemma 2 and Lemma 5.
Lemma 7. Let S be a set ofwffs of QC\ let Σ 5 be the set of all the individual parameters of QC\ occurring in members of S; and let M be the one-toone mapping of Σs into the set of all the individual parameters of QC ! such
that, where P is the alphabetically i-th individual parameter of QC\, M(p)
is the alphabetically 2i-th individual parameter of QC\. If S is consistent in
QC\,then so is M(S).
Proof: Let the column made up of Au A2, .. *, Ap constitute a derivation in
QC\ of /(= Ap) from M(S). It is easily verified that the column made up of
M'(Aχ), M'(A2)9 •• ,M'{AP), where M' is the inverse of M, constitutes a
derivation in QC\ of /(= M'(Ap)) from M'{M{S)). But M'(M(S)) is S. Hence
M(S) is consistent in QC\ if S is.
Lemma 8. If S is consistent in QC\, then at least one set of wffs of QC\
that is isomorphic to S is verifiable.
Proof: Suppose S is infinitely extendible. Since S is isomorphic to itself,
then Lemma 8 by Lemma 4. Suppose on the other hand, S is not infinitely
extendible, and let Mbe as in Lemma 7. M(S) is infinitely extendible, and
in view of Lemma 7 is consistent in QC! if S is. Hence Lemma 8 by
Lemma 4.
Theorem 3. S \-A if and only if S implies A.16
Proof like that of Theorems 1-2, but using Lemmas 6 and 8 in place of
Lemmas 2 and 6.
Hence Corollary 1, in view of which validity is tantamount-as expectedto implication by the null set:
Corollary 1. A is valid if and only if φ implies A .
Proof by Theorems 1-3.
5. The dispensability of Έ ! \ Since Έ ! ' does not figure in QC,the valid
E! -less wffs of QC! are of special interest. I have recently discovered that
the wffs in question are axiomatizable,17 hence—in effect—that a first-order
quantificational calculus whose individual variables and individual parameters need have no values (under the present understanding of things, whose
individual variables need have no values, and only one of whose individual
parameters need have a value when its individual variables have values),
can be had without recourse to Lambert's Έ ! ' or the identity predicate of
the free logics of [7], [13], and [15].
Count an E! -less wff of QC\ as an axiom* of QC\ if it is of one of the
five sorts A1-A5 in section 2, or of the sort
A6.* ( v M v i ) i ^ ( F / ! ) ) ,
or of the sort (VX)A(X/P), where A is an axiom* of QC\ , 1 8 Count a finite
column of E! -less wffs of QC\ as a proof* in QC\ of an E! -less wff A of
QC\ if the column closes with A and every entry in the column is an axiom*
of QC\ or follows from previous entries in the column by Modus Ponens.
And take an E! -less wff A of QC\ to be provable* in QC\ if there is a proof*
of A in QC\.

That A is provable* in QC\ if valid, can be shown as follows. Suppose
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the column made up of the wffs B^9 B29...,
Bpof QCl qualifies as a proof of
A in QCl and suppose P x , P 2 , . 9Pm (m ^ 0) are in alphabetical order all
the individual parameters of QCl, and F l9 F2,. . , Fn(n—0) are in alphabetical order all the predicate variable of QCl that occur in anyone of
Bl9 B2,...
,BP. Next, in the case that n > 0 , take Cj(I,Γ) to be for each
j from 1 to n and for any two individual signs / and /':
(i) when Fj is 1-place, the biconditional Fj(l) = Fj(Γ),
(ii) when Fj is 2-place, the conjunction of biconditionals
&
Fj{l,I) = FjW,Γ) & Fj(l,Γ) s Fj{Γ,Γ) & Fj{Γ,1) = ^ ( Γ , ! ' )
F;(/,Pi) = F/(/',Pi) & -F/(/,P 2 ) = P/(r,p 2 ) & . . . &Fj(i,pm) Ξ P; ( r , p w ) &
FjiP^D^Fjip^r)
& F, (p 2 ,i) = 2 ^ 2 , 1 ' ) & . . . &Fj(pm,D = * / ϋ w ) &
(VX)(Fj(I,X) = Fj(Γ,X)) & (VX)(Fj(X9l) Ξ Fj(X,Γ))9
where X is the alphabetically earliest individual variable of QCl that is
foreign to Bί9 B29
., Bp9 and distinct from I and /', 1 9 and so on.
Lastly, for each i from 1 to p, let B- be the result of replacing: (a) E ! P
everywhere in B{ by / ( P ) D / ( P ) if n = 0, otherwise by ( B y ) ( d ( y , P )
& C 2 (F,P) & . . . & CW(Γ, P)), where 7 is the alphabetically earliest individual
variable of QCl that is foreign to BX9 B2 9. ., Bp9 and (b) E\X everywhere
in Bi by/(X) D/(AΓ) if w = 0, otherwise by (lY)(d(Y,X) & C2(Y,X) & . . .&
C W (F,X)). 20 Then the column made up of B'l9 Bί , . . . , JB£ qualifies as a proof*
in A of QC! or can be mechanically turned into one. But, if A is valid, then A
is provable* in Q C ! . On the other hand, since every E! -less wff of the sort
A6* is valid, it follows from Lemma 2 that A is valid if provable* in QC!.
Hence an E! -less wff of QCl is provable* in QCl if and only if valid.
Recalling the various kinds of truth-value assignments for QCl described at the close of section 2, pronounce a wff of QCl υalίdx if true
under every null and every standard truth-value assignment for QCl, valid2
if true under every non-null truth-value assignment for QCl, and valid3 if
true under every standard truth-value assignment for QCl. With regards to
validity! every individual parameter of QCl has to have a value (and, hence,
the individual variables of QCl have to have values) if anyone does, the
option considered in [14]. With regards to validity 2 the individual variables
of QCl have to have values (hence, under the present understanding of
things, at least one individual parameter of QCl has to have a value), the
stand taken in [13]. And with regards to validity 3 every individual
parameter of QCl has to have a value (and, hence, the individual variables
of QCl have to have values), the norm outside free logic.
Addition of
A8i.

(ix)Έlx D E ! P

to the axiom schemata A1-A7 of section 2 will permit proof in QCl of all
the wffs of QCl that are valid^ addition of the antecedent
A8 2 .

(iιx)Elx

of A8X permit proof in QCl of all those that are valid 2 ; and addition of the
consequent
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of A8X permit proof in QCl of all those that are V2dia3.^ Consider indeed
the set S' and the truth-value assignment a in the proof of Lemma 4. If wffs
of QC ! of the sort A8X count as extra axioms of QCl, then in view of
Lemma 3(a) S' h (Ίx)Έlχ D E ! P for every individual parameter P of QC!,
hence {^x)Έlχ D E ! P is true under a for every individual parameter Pof
QC!, and hence a(Έ\P) =F for every individual parameter P of QCl or
α(E!P) = T for every individual parameter P of QC!. If A8 2 counts as an
extra axiom of QCl, then in view of Lemma 3(a)S' H (lx)Έ\x, hence
'(ix)Έlx'
is true under a, and hence α(E!P) = T for at least one individual
parameter p of QC!. And if wffs of QCl of the sort A83 count as extra
axioms of QCl, then in view of Lemma 3(a) Sf v- E ! P for every individual
parameter P of QCl, and hence a(Έ\P) = T for every individual parameter
P o f QC!.
The E ! - l e s s wffs of QCl that are validx are axiomatizable, as was
shown in [14]. So are the valid 2 ones, as I recently discovered. And of
course so are the valid 3 ones, which coincide with the wffs of QCl that are
valid in the sense of section 1, paragraph three. Indeed, with the addition of
A9*. (VX)A DA,
the axiom schemata A1-A5, A6* permit proof* of every valid 2 E! -less wff
of QCl; with
A6*

(\/X)A D ((lx)(f(χ) v ~/W)

ΏA(P/X))

substituting for A6*, they permit proof* of every valid! E! -less wff of QC\',
and with
A6*. (VX)A

ΏA(P/X)

substituting for A6*, they permit proof* of every valid 3 E! -less wff of QC\.
Note in connection with A9$ that since '(Vy)({Vx)~ {f(x)v ~ / M ) D ^ (f(y)
^~(f(y))Y ia an axiom* of QC!, then β(Vy)((/(y) v ~f(y)) D ( ^ ) ( / W V ~ / W ) ) '
is sure to be provable* in QCl, hence so is '(Vy)(f(y) v ^ f(y)) D
(Vy)(lx)(fM
v ~f {#))', and hence so is ((Vy)(lx)(f(x)
v ~f{x))\
Hence, if
'(Vy)(lx)(f(x) v ~f(x)) i) (lx)(f(x) v ~/(ΛΓ))' also counts as an axiom* of
QCl, then '(lx)(f(x) v ^/(^)) > —a common rendering of ^Something exists'' —
is provable* in QCl 22

NOTES
1. See [16].
section 4.

Skolem's generalization of Lΰwenheim's theorem is discussed in

2. See [1] , Section 89. Beth's theorem (not to be confused with his more celebrated theorem on definability) was anticipated in [4] and [5].
3. The interpretation, which goes back to Russell, has recently been championed
by Ruth Barcan Marcus and others.
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4. For further details, see [1] , [10], [12], and [20]. Hintikka's model-set semantics in [ 6] and later papers is but another brand of what I call here truth-value
semantics.
5. See [ 9 ] , [11], and [17]. The version of QC I that I employ here comes from
ι
[17] , and is credited by Lambert to Meyer. The one in [9], which uses 3 *
rather than 'V* as primitive quantifier letter, has very attractive axioms, but
proves less handy to work with.
6. By requiring in (v) that X be foreign to A, I forego wffs of the sort (V.3QA with a
component of the sort (VX)B, but avoid difficulties that would otherwise beset
the substitution of parameters for variables. Essentially the same point is
made in [19], p. 15, footnote 1.
7. I owe the phrase "infinitely extendible" to my friend R. K. Meyer.
8. So far as I know, the trick of counting (VX)A {X/P) as an axiom if A is an
axiom, and thereby dispensing with Generalization as a rule of inference, stems
from [ 3 ] . It clears up all the difficulties that in some formulations of QC have
beset, in others have blocked, proof of Lemma 3(c) in Section 3 (see [18] on
this matter). Note as regards A4 that with A D (VX)A presumed to be a wff of
QC !, X is sure to be foreign to A.
9. When Generalization serves as a rule of inference, proof of (c)—as noted in
footnote 8—can be tricky, and proof of (f) has an extra case (which can be
tricky too).
10. The following proof borrows from [5] , [12], [15], and [22]. The simplification
brought in [ 22] , p. 96, to the argument of [5] is credited by Smullyan to Henkin.
11. Or, equivalently, let S, be S ^ .
The course adopted in the text makes for a
shorter proof of (3) below, the one reported here for a shorter proof of (1).
12. See [21].
13. See [2] and [10].
14. For further details on this whole matter, see [10] and [12].
15. In what follows I borrow in part from [12].
16. One half of the standard Compactness Theorem clearly holds for QCU namely:
If a set S of wffs is verifiable, so is every finite subset of S. The other half
fails, since every finite subset of {/(αi), /(«2), f{az), . . ., E!αi, E!«2, E!«3, . . . ,
~ (Vx)f(x)}
is verifiable, but the set itself is not. The following weakening of
that half holds, however: If every finite subset of 5 is verifiable, then so is
some set of wffs of QC\ that is isomorphic to S. Suppose indeed that no set of
wffs of QC! that is isomorphic to S is verifiable. Then in view of Lemma 8 S is
inconsistent in QC!, hence in view of Lemma 3(b) some finite subset of S is
inconsistent in QC!, and hence in view of Lemma 2 some finite subset of S is
not verifiable. The following also holds in view of Theorem 3 and Lemmas 3(b)
and 3(c): S implies a wff A of QC\ if and only if some finite subset of S implies
A.
17. The discovery came as a surprise to me. My more perspicacious friends
Meyer and van Fraassen were sure all along, though, that the wffs in question
could be axiomatized.
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18. The axiom schema (VY)(3F)(A = A(Y/X)) can do duty for A6*. Note indeed
that A1-A5 permit proof of the following analogue of A6: (VX)A D ((3X)(A =
A(P/X)) D A(P/X)), and hence of (VY)(lX){A = A(Y/X)) D (VY)({VX)A D
A (F/X)). A5, A6*, and axiom schemata to the same effect as A1-A3 already
appear in [8].
19. The need for the two conjuncts (VX)(Fj{J,X) = Fj (/', X)) and (VX){FjiXtI)
FjQCtV)) was brought to my attention by Meyer.

Ξ

20. The transformation of Bj into 5/ was arrived at by first thinking of, say, E ! P
as short for ( 3 F ) ( F = P), and then hunting for a suitable paraphrase of Y = P.
21. With A8 3 at hand (and (VXMIX/P) counting as an axiom when A does), A7 is of
course redundant.
22. My thanks go to Lambert, Meyer, van Fraassen, and John T. Kearns who read
an earlier version of my paper. The results proved here were announced at a
Symposium on The Logic of Existence held at Indiana University in the spring of
1969.
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